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― Please tell us about your resolutions as Parliamentary

Vice-Minister for Financial Services.

Economic conditions and society are greatly changing

due in part to the spread of COVID-19.

For example, the financial structure is going through

changes, such as the spread of non-contact electronic

payments, as a result of digitization. The age pyramid of

the population is also changing. Regional financial

institutions are promoting management reforms, treating

mergers and consolidations as an option. The FSA thus

needs to design institutional arrangements and operate in

line with the trends of the times.

New risks will be emerged if financial services become

friendlier to users as accompanied by social changes. It is

important for the FSA to firmly face and reduce the risks

in cooperation with the government ministries and

agencies concerned.

From the viewpoint of asset building of people, I don't

think it is correct for people, especially young people, to

consider that "saving is all we should do with money." I

think it is important for people to work out life plans for

their future, using such facilities as the Nippon Individual

Savings Account (NISA) program. As the dissemination

and disclosure of information by the FSA and financial

industry is important to promote the move, I will work to

develop necessary environments.

― What are impressive among the policies you have

tackled so far?

I have been striving for systemic reforms in "invisible

but important" areas, such as public finance and social

security. As my basic political stance, I keep telling myself

that "we make responsible decisions for the sake of people

in the future and judgments with no mistakes for the

future."

Inaugural Interview with Parliamentary Vice-Minister for 

Financial Services MUNEKIYO Koichi
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We interviewed Mr. MUNEKIYO Koichi, ,

who took office as Parliamentary Vice-

Minister for Financial Services when the

KISHIDA Fumio Cabinet was inaugurated on

November 10. In this interview, Mr.

MUNEKIYO talked about his resolutions and

thoughts on financial sector policy.

Born on August 9, 1970, Parliamentary Vice-Minister MUNEKIYO joined the world of politics as an assistant

to Mr. SHIOKAWA Masajuro, a former member of the House of Representatives. After serving in the post for 10

years, he was elected to the Osaka Prefectural Assembly in 2007 and to the House of Representatives in 2014.

Playing the guitar and skiing are among his hobbies. "To show strong will and remain principled in difficult times" is

his phrase to live by.

MUNEKIYO Koichi, Parliamentary Vice-Minister for 

Financial Services

Outline of the interview

 To strive to design institutional

arrangements for financial services and

reduce risks in line with economic

conditions and social changes

 To focus on the establishment of

environments for nurturing asset building

of the people

 To create a society that will enable people

to become tolerant of each other



Last year, meanwhile, I became responsible for

industrial policy as Parliamentary Vice Minister of

Economy, Trade and Industry amid the drastic social

changes resulting from the spread of COVID-19. With the

flow of people halting and shocks coming from both the

supply and demand sides, we didn't know what to do in the

face of the unprecedented situation. We share our

knowledge to deal with what we should do one by one.

Consulting with young ministry officials, we worked out

systems for employment and business operations and

carried out necessary countermeasures by repeatedly fine-

tuning them. We listened to employers and workers and

converted their demands into budget-backed systems.

They were pleased because the systems led to the

continuation of businesses and employment. It was very

impressive that we could realize the outcome of our efforts

in a "visible" form.

The FSA worked together with us through cash flow

support and other programs. Thanks to these and other

efforts, the rate of unemployment and the number of

bankruptcies are being kept relatively low in Japan.

― What motivated you to become a National Diet

lawmaker?

I worked as an assistant to former Finance Minister

SHIOKAWA Masajuro for 10 years and so I was close to

politics. But at that time, I was not considering I would

someday be involved in national politics based on the

experience as a lawmaker's assistant . An election to fill a

vacancy in the Osaka Prefectural Aassembly was held in

the 10th year of my career as an assistant and some people

encouraged me to run. Mr. SHIOKAWA was my teacher.

Looking at him as his assistant , I strongly felt that the

work of lawmakers is tough but can contribute to society.

As there were people who said, "Go, MUNEKIYO," I

decided to take on the challenge once. I was then given a

chance of becoming a politician and elected to the Osaka

Prefectural Assembly when the next nationwide local

elections were held. I served there for two terms. During

my second term, I ran for national politics and was elected

for the first time.

Many people say, "I want to work hard for my country

and its people." But as the origin of politics, I think I

should attach importance to people around me and desire

to do good for people in front of me. To work for the

community and the country is an extension of such a

stance.

I am sure, therefore, that I can contribute to the

community and the country by doing my utmost to address

each of the things right before my eyes, instead of

haphazardly saying that "I want to work hard for my

country and its people." As the very base of politics, I

think I should earnestly and faithfully face things right

before my eyes. To this end, I try to meet as many voters

as possible and listen to them.

― What do you pursue as a politician?

First, I think our society should be more tolerant.

It seems that behavioral restrictions imposed due to the

spread of COVID-19 have made people mentally atrophic

and mutually check their words and deeds. I feel that

everybody has become uptight. For example, mistakes are

not tolerated.

Unless we appreciate self-restraint in words and deeds

in a forward-looking manner, rather than nitpicking, and

make allowances for each other, we cannot create a good

society. I would like to create a country with dignity and a

tolerable society as the characteristics of Japan. It is a

society where various people, including government

officials, can freely voice opinions and work. In society,

people should not consider that things they have nothing to

do with are waste and can be attacked. Instead, they should

understand that other people are working hard in their own

positions. It is a depthless thought that we should think of

nothing but things directedly related to us. It is important

for us consider that everything is related to us.
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― How do you do unwind on your days off?

I can take only a limited number of days off. When I do,

I always spend time with my family. Even if I cannot take

a whole day off, I try to spend time with my family when I

have time, say, one hour or two in the daytime or at night.

I don't so much think of how to unwind but I spend time

with my family, whenever possible, to share happiness. I

say to myself out loud, "I'm happy," three times a day. I

say it to my family, too. By doing so, I can realize that I

am happy and fortunate.

Even if anything stressful happens to me, I don't worry

much. I try to forget it and reboot my mind when I wake

up the next morning. When I feel stressed, I try to

positively accept it as necessary and very inevitable to me,

instead of worrying over what to do in a backward-looking

manner.

― Finally, what are your words to live by?

"Shippu Keiso" is my phrase to live by. I learned it

from Mr. SHIOKAWA Masajuro.

"Keiso" means firmly rooted grass that can withstand

"Shippu" (strong wind). If you make firmly rooted efforts

on a daily basis, you will not be blown over when a strong

wind blows. The words teach the importance of diligent

efforts instead of makeshift, superficial efforts. You 'won't

succumb to criticism if you steadily continue down-to-

earth efforts.

Mr. SHIOKAWA was a very diligent person, always

working. He was a man of endeavor in the real sense of

the word. Watching his efforts nearby for 10 years, I

recognized how important efforts are. I am also the type of

person who continues diligent efforts to complete one

thing without quitting. If I have to run 100 meters, I'll run

101. In time of travail, I always say to myself, "Stay on my

feet at the edge of the fighting arena" as meant by my

words to live by.

(Interviewer: SAITO Takafumi, Director of the Public 

Relations Office)
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The Financial Services Agency held the current

administrative year's third meeting* with Directors-

General of Local Finance Bureaus on January 26, 2022,

online due to the spread of COVID-19. State Minister for

Financial Services KIKAWADA and Parliamentary Vice

Minister MUNEKIYO participated in the meeting from

their offices and gave remarks at the beginning of the

meeting.

<Remarks by State Minister KIKAWADA>

State Minister KIKAWADA made the following

remarks on two topics -- “thorough support for businesses"

and "lowering of the age of legal adulthood."

First, each Local Finance Bureau is once again

expected to encourage financial institutions to support

businesses so as to realize effective use of the

government's programs, such as (1) extending effectively

interest-free and unsecured loans by government-affiliated

financial institutions and (2) raising the guarantee cap of

the escort-type special credit guarantee system, which are

included in the "Economic Measures on Overcome New

Coronavirus Infections and to Carve Out a New Era"

(adopted by the government in November 2021), and then

as to fully ensure the purposes of various requests (made

in November and December 2021) to be informed for

thorough implementation of support for businesses .

Second, the FSA will steadily implement various

measures to prevent young people from becoming

excessively indebted now that the legal age of adulthood

will be lowered in April 2022. Each Local Finance

Bureaus, therefore, is expected to (1) take all possible

measures, such as thoroughly monitoring money lenders,

in ongoing cooperation with the FSA and to (2) actively

engage in PR activities.

<Remarks by Parliamentary Vice-Minister MUNEKIYO>

Parliamentary Vice-Minister MUNEKIYO made the

following remarks on two topics -- a program to promote

matchmaking between regional companies and retirees

from big firms, and "Regional Banking Summit"

First, with regard to the matching program, the FSA is

willing to support active work in regional communities by

people who have accumulated experience at big companies.

Each Local Finance Bureaus, therefore, is expected to

encourage local financial institutions to make use of the

program for further vitalization of regional economies.

Second, the Regional Banking Summit, slated to be

held in cooperation with certain Local Finance Bureaus in

February 2021, will seek to support businesses from

various perspectives, including "money," "people" and

"information," and back regional financial institutions'

ingenuities to prop up regional industries and economies.

In closing, it is important, in supporting businesses,

that information on support measures accurately gets

through to people in need. Each Local Finance Bureaus

therefore is each expected to disseminate information in

close and continuous cooperation with organs concerned.

Following the addresses by the state minister and the

parliamentary vice minister, the commissioner and other

senior FSA officials gave accounts about challenges to the

FSA's financial policy for now as well as its other

initiatives, etc. They also share their awareness of the

challenges and so forth with the Local Finance Bureau

chiefs and confirmed that the FSA and Local Finance

Bureaus will continue addressing them in unison.

Meeting of Directors-General of Local Finance Bureaus

Remarks by State Minister KIKAWADA and 

Parliamentary Vice-Minister MUNEKIYO
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* The FSA delegates part of its authority over the inspection and supervision of regional private financial institutions, etc. to 

the 11 Local Finance Bureaus (including the Okinawa General Bureau of the Cabinet Office) based on laws and 

regulations. In order to ensure sufficient cooperation between the FSA and the Local Finance Bureaus, Directors-General 

of Local Finance Bureau and senior FSA officials meet once every three months to discuss a variety of issues.

State Minister KIKAWADA (left) and Parliamentary 

Vice-Minister MUNEKIYO (right) giving remarks at the 

meeting with Directors-General of Local Finance Bureaus



Challenges to Address Environmental Problems 

at Hand in Belgium
FUKUI Yasuhito, Second Secretary at the Mission of Japan to the European Union

1. Preface

Articles on climate change are carried by newspapers

and other media almost daily as if no day passes without

coming across words related to environmental problems,

such as "global warming" and "abnormal climate." We feel

that climate change, given the increased importance of

measures to address the issue, is so large a problem that it

must be dealt with on a global basis. In fact, challenges

related to climate change have been continuously taken up

on international occasions, such as meetings held by the

Group of Seven and Group of 20 countries. In November

2021, furthermore, the 26th UN Climate Change

Conference of the Parties (COP26) was held in Glasgow,

UK, drawing global attention to deliberations there. At the

World Leaders Summit held as a summit-level meeting, the

heads of state from more than 130 countries spoke in their

speeches about the nations' programs to promote anti-

climate change measures on a global basis. The leaders thus

reaffirmed that climate change is a worldwide problem and

pledged that the entire international community will jointly

and cooperatively cope with it.

2. Approaches in Europe

While challenges against climate change are underway

around the world, Ursula von der Leyen, upon assuming the

post as president of the European Commission (EC) on

December 11, 2019, announced six policy guidelines,

including the European Green Deal (EGD). The EGD, in

particular, is a set of policy initiatives with the aim of

making the EU become a "climate-neutral (no net release of

carbon dioxide to the atmosphere) continent" by 2050 for

the first time in the world. Specifically, the EU will seek to

become carbon neutral by 2050 (through the reduction of

CO2 emissions to 50% to 55% by 2030 and then towards

55% compared with 1990 levels). It is a comprehensive

package of climate and environment policy measures to

protect people, animals and plants from pollution and

environmental disruption and achieve fair and all-

embracing innovative social changes that leave nobody left

behind, using European companies as leaders in clean

technologies and products.

For the financial sector, the EC adopted an EU

Sustainable Action Plan in 2018 under which it has taken

such steps as proposals for the creation of an EU taxonomy,

a classification system of environmentally sustainable

economic activities, a Corporate Sustainability Reporting

Directive (CSRD), a disclosure system to provide investors

with information for selection of sustainability investments

and an EU green bond standard as a benchmark or standard

for green bonds. Revising the sustainable finance strategy

in July 2021, the EC added four tasks needed to support the

financial sector's contribution to transition to a sustainable

economy -- (1) Extend the existing sustainable finance

toolbox, (2) Improve the inclusiveness of consumers and

small and medium-sized enterprises by giving them greater

access to the sustainable finance market, (3) Enhance the

resilience and contribution of financial institutions (increase

the financial sector's contribution to sustainability, etc.) and

(4) Achieve a global ambitious goal (promote the formation

of a global agreement on challenges to international

sustainable finance).

3. Approaches in Belgium

As opportunities to realize the adverse effects of climate

change at hand, such as typhoons and flooding caused by

abnormal weather, are increasing, a variety of

countermeasures are being examined and implemented at

national and international levels. In Europe, the EU as a

whole is addressing them, as are nations individually.
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Photo: Cars run in a zone placed under a speed limit 

of 30 kilometers an hour.

Contribution from 

Abroad



In Belgium, 41 precious lives were lost because of

floods caused heavy rainfall in July 2021. Alexander De

Croo, prime minister of the federal government of Belgium,

noted in his speech at COP26 that European countries, like

others, are exposed the effects of climate change and

pledged that Belgium will carry out a variety of ambitious

measures to cope with them, such as trebling the capacity of

its offshore wind power stations in the North Sea by 2030 to

create the most important hub for the supply of clean

hydrogen. There also are initiatives underway at the level of

daily life. Personally intrigued by them, I will introduce two

cases as follows.

(1) In-city speed limit of 30 km/h

The speed on most of roads in the Brussels Capital

Region is 30 kilometers per hour, effective January 1, 2021,

although the limit is 50 km/h on certain arterial roads in the

city. The new regulation has been introduced to reduce not

only traffic accidents but also air and noise pollution as a

result of smooth traffic that curbs acceleration and

deceleration. As my personal impression, there are many

rough drivers in Brussels and the speed limit before the

introduction of the new regulation was not often followed. It

seems to me that many people are complying with the new

regulation (accompanied by an increase in the number of

mobile monitoring cameras and the imposition of fines on

violators). I was very intrigued when I read a very direct

question, posted in the question and answer section of

traffic authorities' website in time for the introduction of the

new regulation, asking whether "driving at 31 km/h

constitutes a violation." (laughs)

(2) Car-Free Sunday

Europe holds an annual initiative, called European

Mobility Week, from September 16 till 22, during which

citizens and administration jointly consider "how to use

cars" from the environmental point of view in light of

excessive reliance on motor vehicles. The traffic policy

promotion project is aimed at improving urban

environments from the angle of city traffic. It ends with a

Car-Free Day when citizens do not use cars so that each of

them actually experiences an urban environment without

cars and considers problems in the "car first" society. Under

the same concept, Brussels organizes a Car Free-Sunday,

where motor vehicles are not allowed, except for urgent

necessity, from 9:30 a.m. till 7 p.m. As means of

transportation, citizens are recommended to walk or use

bicycles, roller blades, etc. On the day, public transportation

services offered by tram and metro trains and buses are

available for free of charge.

Off the track, citizens look forward to the annual event

so much that bicycles sell out at sporting goods stores as the

day approaches. I hear that many citizens go round Brussels

by bicycle on the day.

4. In closing

Brussels' environmental initiatives familiar to citizens

are possible because the city, though the capital of Belgium,

is relatively small. I personally consider that it would be

difficult for Tokyo to conduct exactly the same measures.

But the implementation of initiatives like "Car-Free

Sunday" on a day or half a day in a limited area can raise

citizens' environmental consciousness and contribute to the

launching of environmental measures from surroundings

close to citizens. In this respect, I personally think that it

would be worth trying similar measures.
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Outline of "Report by the Working Group on Payment Services" 

of the Financial System Council
HASHIMOTO Hideo, Director for Banking and Payment Regulations Office

Policy Commentary Corner

On January 11, 2022, a "Report by the Working Group

on Payment Services" of the Financial System Council was

released. The report discusses a legal and regulatory issues

related to (1) banks’ joint anti-money laundering and

combating the financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

operations, (2) so-called stablecoins, and (3) high-value and

electronic transferable prepaid instruments.

1. Background

At the 47th general meeting of the Financial System

Council in September 2021, the Minister of State for

Financial Services consulted with the council on measures

to build a stable, efficient fund transfer and settlement

system taking into account international requirements for

AML/CFT measures and further progress in digitalization.

In response, the council set up the Working Group on

Payment Services (chaired by KANSAKU Hiroyuki,

professor at the University of Tokyo Graduate Schools for

Law and Politics). The working group met five times

between October and December 2021 to discuss the

following three themes before compiling the discussions

into the report.

(1) Measures to strengthen AML/CFT effectiveness and

efficiency of financial institutions

(2) Legal and regulatory framework regarding so-called

stablecoins

(3) Disciplines regarding prepaid payment instruments to

ensure AML/CFT compliance

2. Measures to strengthen AML/CFT effectiveness and

efficiency of financial institutions

In light of the ongoing digitalization of finance and the

continuous sophistication of money laundering and terrorist

finance activities, the Financial Action Task Force (FATF)

internationally has requested banks to implement a higher

level of AML/ CFT measures. Given the urgency of

strengthening such measures, the banking industry has been

studying the feasibility of joint AML/CFT operations. The

working group has discussed a legal and regulatory

framework to ensure the quality of such operations.
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As the number of entrusting banks increases and the

scale of joint AML/CFT operations is enlarged, the

responsibility of individual entrusting banks to supervise

the joint AML/CFT operations could become unclear,

which could potentially undermine the effectiveness of their

monitoring and supervision. Moreover, as joint AML/CFT

operations are expected to play an important role in banks’

AML/CFT compliance, malfunctioning of its operations

could have a significant impact on Japan’s financial system.

Taking these points into account, the report recommends

the FSA to introduce a regulatory framework for joint

AML/CFT operations ― transaction filtering and

transaction monitoring with respect to banks’ fund transfer

transactions, aiming to ensure the quality of its operations

through direct regulation and supervision by the authorities.

The report suggests that the legal and regulatory

framework should include a certain level of entry

requirements, business restrictions and proper management

of personal information. The report underscores the

importance of obtaining the public understanding of

ongoing customer due diligence so that banks can smoothly

and effectively implement AML/CFT measures. It also

emphasizes that the public and private sectors should work

together to disseminate the importance of AML/CFT

measures to the public.

3. Legal and regulatory framework regarding so-called

stablecoins

Since the advent of so-called Libra initiative in June

2019, the international community has held intensive

discussions on regulatory and supervisory responses to

global stablecoins. In February 2020, the Financial Stability

Board (FSB) released high level recommendations

underpinned by the principle of "same business, same risks,

same rules." The attempt to introduce regulations based on

such principle is underway in the United States and Europe.

Given the accelerating trend of digitalization in fund

transfer services, the FSA set up the Study Group on

Digital and Decentralized Finance in July 2021. The study

group, consisting of jurists, experts and engineers, has

discussed fund transfer services using distributed ledgers

and compiled an interim report in November 2021.

Following the interim report which calls for prompt legal

and regulatory responses to stablecoins, the working group

further discussed the details of legal and regulatory issues.

The working group concludes that stablecoins that are

issued at prices linked to the value of a fiat currency while

promising redemption at issuance prices, among broad so-

called stablecoins arrangements which do not have clear

definition, should be regulated as digital money. The
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Classification of so-called stablecoins denominated in legal currencies

Legal and regulatory responses to electronic payment instruments 

[Digital-money-type]

Stablecoins issued at prices linked to the value of a fiat currency 

(e.g. 1 coin at 1 yen) and redeemed at issuance prices

(and the equivalent arrangements )

[Crypto-asset-type]

Others than digital-money-type  (including those for 

which an algorithm is used to stabilize values).

Regulated as crypto-assets or financial instrumentsRegulated as digital money 

１ ２

[Digital-money-type]１ [Crypto-asset-type]２

Issuers

(Note 1) The European Union has released a proposal to introduce disclosure

regulations for issuers of some crypto-asset-type stablecoins.

(Note 2) Regulations on crypto-asset-type will continue to be considered,

taking into account use cases and overseas trends of stablecoins.

ー

Crypto-asset exchange service providers

Intermediaries

Issuers

Relevant legislative measures

• Legislative measures to ensure user protection 

and AML/CFT compliance

(Note 4) Regulations on crypto-asset exchange service providers

that conduct similar business operations should be used

as a reference.

(Note 5) Measures to address money laundering risks and the

responsibilities of issuers' and intermediaries' should

be clarified.

Relevant 

legislative 

measures

(Note 1) The issuance and redemption of electronic payment instruments

can be performed exclusively by banks and fund transfer service

providers under the current law.

(Note 2) Regulations regarding the issuers of electronic payment instruments

will continue to be considered.

Banks and fund transfer service providers

Trust companies

(Note 3) A system using 

beneficial 

interest in trust

Issuers need to perform 

AML/CFT operations 

on their own.

Intermediaries

(*)

• Bank agents

• Electronic payment service 

providers

• Financial services 

intermediaries
(Note 3) The Financial Instruments and Exchange Act may be applied to some cases.



current Japanese legal and regulatory framework for digital

money assumes that banks and fund transfer service

providers shoulder responsibilities for entire services. The

working group has considered a framework under which

the separation of issuers from intermediaries is allowed like

those prevailing in the United States.

The report recommends the FSA to introduce a legal and

regulatory framework that is flexible but with sufficient

coverage, which also allows the separation of issuers from

intermediaries in legal and regulatory sense in fund transfer

services using distributed ledgers, aiming to promote

private sector innovation and protect users. The report also

concludes that:

-The development of a new framework for digital money

issued by the private sector could not only promote user

protection and strengthen AML/CFT compliance but also

foster various private-sector-led initiatives aiming to

further improve the efficiency of fund transfer and

settlement services.

-The new framework to be introduced is expected to

enhance user convenience of central bank digital currency,

which is supposed to coexist with private sector digital

money.

-The discussions on the application of deposit insurance to

schemes in which the issuer is a bank should continue,

taking into account broader perspectives.

4. Disciplines regarding prepaid payment instruments

to ensure AML/CFT compliance

The working group has discussed disciplines to ensure

AML/CFT compliance that would be sufficient for high-

value and electronic transferable prepaid payment

instruments, taking into account the recent trend of service

provision. The report recommends the FSA to consider

requiring the issuers of high-value and electronic

transferrable prepaid payment instruments to submit

business implementation plans under the Payment Services

Act. It also recommends to introduce such issuers

AML/CFT obligations including customer due diligence at

the time of transaction under the Act on Prevention of

Transfer of Criminal Proceeds.

5. Subsequent responses

Following the recommendations of the report, the FSA

has submitted necessary legislation to the National Diet in

March 4, 2022.
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Proposal for legal and regulatory responses to prepaid payment instruments issuers

High-value reloadable and transferrable ones

Credit card business operators

Prepaid payment means issuers

Fund transfer service providers

High 

value

Low 

value

Type 3
(Remittance of up to 50,000 yen)

Type 2
(Remittance of up to 1 million yen)

Type 1
(Unlimited remittance)

Electronic gift 

certificates, etc.

カード番号
1234 5678

9012 3456

残額
￥1,234

The account balance is 

transferrable

プリペイドカード ライト

1234 5678 9012 3456

Month-Year

01-22

FSA USER
ブランドロゴ

International brand 

prepaid cards

Public transit IC 

cards, etc.

ＦｓａＣａ

Value cannot be 
transferred

Value can be transferred electronically
(Electronic transferrable type)

クレジットカード

1234 5678 9012 3465

Month-Year

01-22

FSA USER
ブランドロゴ

International brand 

credit cards, etc.

残額
￥1,234

The account balance is 

not transferrable

The account balance 

is transferrable

Subjected to the Act on Prevention 
of Transfer of Criminal Proceeds

○ Consider requiring issuers of high-value reloadable and transferrable payment instruments to submit business implementation plans under

the Payment Services Act and applying them customer identification and other obligations under the Act on Prevention of Transfer of Criminal

Proceeds.

○ The thresholds of high value are proposed as follows, taking into account the current obligations and business practices of fund transfer service

providers and credit card business operators, based on the principle of "same business, same risks, same rules" :

• An amount per transfer exceeding a certain level (e.g., 100,000 yen(Note 1)),

• A monthly cumulative transfer amount exceeding a certain level (e.g., 300,000 yen(Note 2))

(Note 1) Given the existing Act on Prevention of Transfer of Criminal Proceeds that requires confirmation at the time of transaction (identification) for a remittance of more 
than 100,000 yen, the value per transfer or reload could be set at more than 100,000 yen.

(Note 2) See the above reference for credit card business operators.

(Reference) Credit limits generally start 

from 100,000 yen. For instance, 

a low limit for less creditworthy 

students is set at around 

300,000 yen.

The Act on Prevention of Transfer 

of Criminal Proceeds is applicable

The Act on Prevention of Transfer 

of Criminal Proceeds is applicable

The Act on Prevention of Transfer of 

Criminal Proceeds is inapplicable

An amount per transfer exceeding a certain level (e.g., 100,000 
yen), a monthly cumulative transfer amount exceeding a 
certain level (e.g., 300,000 yen)

残額
￥1,234

(Reference)(Reference)
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Publication of "Common Key Performance Indicators comparable 

across Foreign Currency denominated insurance distributors 
NISHIOKI Yu, Senior Deputy Director
YAMASAKI Ichiro, Assistant Director

HIRAO Takuya, Assistant Manager
Insurance Business Division, Supervision Bureau

Policy Commentary Corner

Introduction

On January 18, 2022, the FSA published the " Common

Key Performance Indicators comparable across Foreign

Currency denominated insurance distributors " (hereinafter

referred to as "the common KPIs" or "the KPIs"). The KPIs

as part of policy measures for citizens' stable asset building

are designed to promote foreign currency denominated

insurance distributors visualization of their sales

performance to provide their customers with useful

information for selecting financial business operators and

products and further financial business operators' customer-

oriented business conduct. This article introduces an outline

of the KPIs and an experimental analysis of the KPIs we

have conducted in cooperation with 34 financial institutions.

Outline of common KPIs for foreign currency

denominated insurance distributors

In March 2017, the FSA finalized and published the

"Principles for Customer-Oriented Business Conduct"

(revised in January 2021) to realize citizens' stable asset

building.

So far, many financial business operators have adopted

the principles, formulated and published business policies

based on the principles and announced KPIs for the

objective assessment of customer-first business conduct.

Given that voluntary KPIs vary and that it is not necessarily

easy for customers to use KPIs for selecting financial

business operators, the FSA published comparable common

KPIs to visualize long-term returns on investment trusts

compared with relevant risks and fees (hereinafter referred

to as "common KPIs for investment trusts") in June 2018.

To contribute to selecting financial business operators

that provide customer-oriented quality financial instruments

and services and make it easier for customers to compare

instruments across business categories, the FSA this time

published the "customer ratio based on investment return"

and the "cost and return on investment by issue" as the

KPIs for foreign currency insurance products that have

been defined according to the same standards as for the

common KPIs for investment trusts that are recommended

as financial instruments having functions similar to those of

foreign currency insurance products:*1

• The "customer ratio based on investment return"

indicates a distribution of customers holding foreign

currency insurance products on a standard day by the

level of return on insurance products since their

purchases.

• The "cost and return on investment by issue" plots the

average cost (the annualized new and renewed policy

fees out of commissions paid by insurers to agents for

insurance policies) and the average return (the

annualized return on insurance policies since their

purchases).

However, the KPI return does not reflect the security

function that investment trusts do not have. Therefore, it

must be noted that return levels alone should not be used

for comparing investment trusts and insurance products.*2

*1 The FSA has refrained from introducing a KPI for foreign currency insurance that corresponds to the "risk/return on the

20 largest investment trusts in deposit balance," because financial business operators have not accumulated necessary

data for foreign currency insurance. Given the absence of such data and other challenges, the FSA will consider an

adequate indicator in the future.
*2 Therefore, financial business operators are required to provide the following qualitative description of insurance

products' characteristics, including the abovementioned point, when publishing the KPIs:

• Foreign currency insurance products feature security and investment. When a foreign currency insurance policy

matures or its holder dies, insurance money is paid. When a policy is cancelled, a cancellation refund is paid. As any

insurance policy is designed for long-term holding, a refund for early cancellation may usually slip below a single

lump sum premium payment due to a surrender charge.

• A cancellation refund is denominated in yen at an exchange rate on a standard day and may differ from a value for

holding to maturity or a foreign currency value.
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Analysis of the common KPIs for foreign currency

insurance

When publishing the KPIs for foreign currency insurance,

the FSA provided analytical data for comparing the

common KPIs for investment trusts with those for foreign

currency insurance that have been estimated by 34 financial

business operators including major banks and regional

financial institutions. The analytical data are introduced

here.*3.4

(1) Customer ratio based on investment return

The breakdown of customers, or foreign currency

insurance policy holders, by return provided to them by

insurance sales firms on a standard day indicates that return

was positive (the combination of the cancellation refund

value and past payment value in yen on a standard day is

more than the single lump sum premium payment value at

purchasing) for 60% of the customers based on total data

provided by the 34 financial business operators including

major banks and regional financial institutions, while being

negative for 40% (Figure 1). Return on investment trusts as

estimated by the same financial institutions was positive

(the combination of the total market value, the cumulative

dividend value and the cumulative sales value is higher than

the cumulative purchase value (including fees) on a

standard day) for 84% of the customers at the end of March

2021, reflecting a stock market upsurge. However, return

was positive for 31% of the customers and negative for 69%

at the end of March 2020. At the end of March 2019, return

was positive for 63% and negative for 37% (Figure 2).

As return levels for foreign currency insurance designed

for investment mainly in foreign bonds are relatively less

various, customers with a loss of up to 10% or a gain of less

than 10% accounted for 69% or a majority of the total. In

contrast, customers with a loss of up to 30% or a gain of

30% or more were relatively more for investment trusts.

Once again, foreign currency insurance products feature

death and other security functions that are not reflected in

the customer ratio based on investment return, meaning that

it is not necessarily appropriate to use the breakdown for

simply checking whether foreign currency insurance

products are more favorable for customers than investment

trusts.

(2) Cost and return on investment by issue*5

We attempted to verify the relationship between cost and

return for foreign currency insurance products purchased at

least five years ago and found no clear relationship

regarding weighted average data for all products handled by

the financial institutions (Figure 3).
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*3 The analysis results represent the compilation of data from some financial institutions that sell foreign currency

insurance products, failing to cover all financial institutions.
*4 Standard days for the common KPIs for foreign currency insurance in this analysis differ by sales firm, falling within a

period between June and November 2021.
*5 The " cost and return on investment by issue " data do not cover some financial institutions that have no or few foreign

currency insurance products purchased at least five years ago.

(Figure 1) Customer ratio based on investment return on foreign 

currency insurance (based on total data provided by the 34 

financial business operators including major banks and 

regional financial institutions)

(Figure 2) Customer ratio based on investment return on 

investment trusts (based on total data provided by the 

34 financial business operators including major banks 

and regional financial institutions)
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Meanwhile, the "cost and return on investment by

issue" data for the 34 financial institutions indicated that

return tends to fall as cost increases (Figure 4). Because

earlier cancellations are mostly accompanied by higher

surrender charges for foreign currency insurance products,

annual return tends to be more for longer contract periods.

Furthermore, annual cost tends to be less as annual agent

commission rates are lower for longer contract periods.

The contract period length is a factor that apparently has

some influence on the cost/return relationship.*6

While the cost for the cost/return relationship for

foreign currency insurance represents commissions paid by

insurance companies to sales agents, the cost for

investment trusts reflects sales and trust fees shouldered by

customers. Therefore, it must be noted that any cost

comparison between foreign currency insurance and

investment trusts is inadequate.

Future

For the future, we hope that foreign currency insurance

sales firms will publish their respective data for the two

KPIs to provide customers with quality information for

citizens' stable asset building.

Under an initiative to promote the penetration of

establishment of customer-oriented business conduct at

financial business operators, the FSA has asked those

adopting the Principles for Customer-Oriented Business

Conduct to report the relationship between Principles 2 to

7 and their respective published business policies and the

common KPIs for investment trusts that will be posted in

the FSA's list of financial business operators. This time,

the FSA requests them to similarly report the common

KPIs for foreign currency insurance if they publish the

KPIs.

Specifically, we hope that financial business operators

adopting the principles will publish KPI data at the end of

March 2022 and report them to the FSA by the end of June

2022. The FSA plans to publish an analysis on the reported

common KPIs for foreign currency insurance, as is the

case with the common KPIs for investment trusts.
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*6 An apparent reason for the absence of any similar trend for these firm's respective weighted averages for all products is

that their respective average contract periods were not so different because they launched foreign currency insurance

sales almost simultaneously and followed similar sales trends.
*7 Of cost and return data for all firms and all products, those for top 200 products in terms of the cancellation refund value

and past payment value up to a standard day were extracted.

(Figure 3) Each financial business operator's cost/return data (Figure 4) All financial business operators' cost/return data*7
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Holding of "Dialogue on Forest Utilization in Shikoku"
- Best mix with regional finance to develop forestry and other industries -

KASAI Taiji, Unit Chief, Regional Finance Support Office,

Planning and Management Division, Supervision Bureau

Policy Commentary Corner

On November 25 and December 22, 2021, Local SDGs

Shikoku*1 collaborated with its cooperation partners the

Shikoku Local Financial Bureau, the FSA and the Ministry

of the Environment to hold an online Dialogue on Forest

Utilization in Shikoku.

This event was designed for numerous active forestry

stakeholders to deliver speeches, and to develop a new

network and share challenges regarding sustainable forests

and forestry with other participants, including local

governments, regional financial institutions and forestry

business operators in Shikoku and other regions, in pursuit

of the future local forestry development. A total of about

180 persons participated in the two days of the dialogue to

deliver speeches and exchange opinions, including those

from regional financial institutions, local governments and

forestry business operators in Shikoku and other regions

that are interested in forestry.

At the outset of the two-day dialogue, KAMITA Kenji,

Representative of Local SDGs Shikoku and Director of the

Ministry of the Environment Chugoku-Shikoku Regional

Environmental Office, delivered an opening address: "We

believe that rural areas are the front line for Japan's

initiatives to achieve sustainable development goals, or

SDGs. Sustainable businesses have good chances.

Regarding forests as the prime resources of Shikoku,

regional treasuries should be rediscovered to stimulate

investment for their sustainable utilization. Indispensable

for this purpose is partnership among numerous

stakeholders such as local governments, enterprises and

financial institutions. I hope that this dialogue will provide

new opportunities to match needs and seeds regarding

forest resources and create specific businesses."

distribution and processing system covering from forestry's

upstream (felling and afforestation) to its downstream

(processing and distribution), securing employment and

stable timber supply to local lumber producers over several

decades. "As the global social trend toward achieving the

SDGs transforms challenges into opportunities,

stakeholders including national and local governments and

businesses should cooperate in creating a new society in

line with behavioral changes," he commented, based on his

long-term experience.

Among others, Mapry Inc. Representative Director

YAMAGUCHI Keiji introduced a forest and digital

transformation initiative. MIZUTANI Yuya of Japan

Finance Corporation's Okayama branch and YASUDA Koji

of the Shikoku Regional Forest Office introduced their

respective organizations' forestry initiatives.

On Day 2 (December 22), Hidakuma Co. Chief

Executive Officer MATSUMOTO Takeshi explained a

Hida forest initiative to think about the value of forests over

100 years, Cypress Sunadaya Co. Senior Managing

Director SUNADA Yutaro talked about the utilization and

potential of cross laminated timber, and Sumire Regional

Trust Co. Director INOUYE Hironari described an

initiative to utilize trust schemes for forestry.

One participant said, "The future creation initiative in

Hokkaido's Shimokawa leads to local residents' continuous

initiatives and serves as a useful reference." A second

participant commented, "I have acquired much information

from the case of forest utilization by non-forestry industries

as a future initiative for Shikoku." "I felt progress in forest

and digital transformation initiatives," a third one said.

*1 Local SDGs Shikoku: A platform to promote initiatives to achieve local SDGs to resolve local challenges in Shikoku and

develop sustainable local communities. It provides sites for various stakeholders in industry, academia, government and

financial sectors to learn from and support each other to develop attractive local communities in Shikoku.

(https://ls459.net/) (Available in Japanese)

↑Photo: Ministry of the 
Environment Chugoku-
Shikoku Regional 
Environmental Office 
Director Kamita

↓Photo: Day 1 speech by 
MINOSHIMA TekeshiOn Day 1 (November 25), MINOSHIMA

Takeshi, a former chief of the SDGs Promotion

Strategy Office, Shimokawa Town, Hokkaido,

introduced an initiative to make the maximum and

effective use of forest resources in the small town

of Shimokawa with a population of about 3,300.

Shimokawa has tackled a circular forestry business

to develop a seamless, efficient timber production,

https://ls459.net/


On March 31, 2021, a collaborative team between the

FSA and the Ministry of the Environment for sustainable

local economic and social revitalization*2 was created to

combine knowledge and knowhow of the two organizations

in order to support the development of networks for

resolving local challenges facing Local SDGs Shikoku and

economic ecosystems and resolving local challenges to find

other local initiatives and form new networks. We hope that

a great number of people will participate in the event.

(Details will be released later.)
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Photo: Collaborative team between the FSA and the Ministry of the Environment

*2 Collaborative team between the FSA and the Ministry of the Environment for sustainable local economic and social

revitalization: Created in March 2021 to combine knowledge and knowhow of the two organizations with the aim of

vitalizing sustainable local economic societies.

For details, see https://www.fsa.go.jp/news/r2/20210330/20210322.html (Available in Japanese)

November 25

Dialogue on Forest Utilization in Shikoku (Day 1)

-- Best mix with regional finance to develop forestry and other industries

Speaker 1: MINOSHIMA Takeshi, Consultant, Cre-en Inc. (a former chief of the SDGs Promotion Strategy Office, 

Shimokawa Town, Hokkaido)

"Case of local SDGs promotion policy starting from forest utilization"

Speaker 2: MIZUTANI Yuya, Deputy Chief, Chugoku/Shikoku Coordination Division, Okayama Branch, Japan 

Finance Corporation

"Japan Finance Corporation's agriculture/forestry/ fisheries initiatives in the forestry sector"

Speaker 3: AMAGUCHI Keiji, Representative Director, Mapry Inc.

"Forests and digital transformation: Application for easy three-dimensional measurement/analysis"

Speaker 4: YASUDA Koji, Chief, Planning and Coordination Division, Shikoku Regional Forest Office

"Initiatives at Shikoku Regional Forest Office"

December 22

Dialogue on Forest Utilization in Shikoku (Day 2)

--Best mix with forestry to realize local revitalization and decarbonized society--

Speaker 1: MATSUMOTO Takeshi, Chief Executive Officer, Hidakuma Co.

"How to develop sites for vitalizing local forests, trees and people"

Speaker 2: SUNADA Yutaro, Senior Managing Director, Cypress Sunadaya Co.

"Timber utilization and cross laminated timber"

Speaker 3: INOUYE Hironari, Director, Sumire Regional Trust Co.

"Group initiative for upstream and downstream forestry sectors—Focusing on trust schemes"

≪List of speakers at Dialogue on Forest Utilization in Shikoku≫

other local platforms

with the aim of

vitalizing sustainable

local economic

societies.

On March 2, 2022,

the collaborative team

will hold an online

event to introduce its

local initiatives and

relevant government

agencies' useful policy

measures for

developing local

https://www.fsa.go.jp/news/r2/20210330/20210322.html


To Credit Cooperative Customers

- Cooperate in money laundering and terrorist financing countermeasures -

Notice
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[Local Government + Finance] Online Session to be Held!

Notice
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Warning for Young People Aged 18 and 19!!

- Calling Attention to the Lowering of the Age of Adulthood -

Notice
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To Bank Customers

- Request for the Prevention of COVID-19 Infection -

Notice
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Editorial Postscript

The opening of the February issue includes an interview with Parliamentary

Vice-Minister MUNEKIYO Koichi.

He always has his eyes fixed ahead, and considering that everything that

happens in life is inevitable and necessary for him, he moves ahead steadily every

day with a broad mindset.

His talks in the 20-munite interview encouraged me to become more positive.

SAITO Takafumi, 

Director, Public Relations Office, FSA

 FSA updated Information on COVID-19 (Novel Coronavirus) (January 31, 2022)

 Updated statistics of money lending business (January 31, 2022)

 Joint session of the 49th general meeting of Financial System Council and the 37th 

meeting of Sectional Committee on Financial System (January 24,2022)

 Stewardship Code : 320 institutional investors have signed up to the Principles for 

Responsible Institutional Investors as of December 31, 2021 (January 21, 2022)

 Public Consultation on Cabinet Office Order to Partially Amend Cabinet Office Order on 

Financial Instruments Business, etc. (January 18, 2022)

 The 1st EIOPA-FSA Insurance Dialogue (January 18, 2022)

 Stewardship Code : 321 institutional investors have signed up to the Principles for 

Responsible Institutional Investors as of December 31, 2021 (January 17,2022)

 The fifth meeting of the Working Group on Corporate Disclosure of the Financial 

System Council (January 12,2022)

 Financial Services Agency has launched an official LinkedIn Page (January 4, 2022)

JFSA's Major Activities in September

(January 1 to January 31, 2021)

19

・ JFSA's official English Twitter account

https://twitter.com/JFSA_en

・The Financial Services Agency, jointly with Nikkei Inc., will hold an event 
“Regional Banking Summit (Re:ing/SUM)” x "Nikkei Regional Revitalization Forum"

For details, please see  
https://www.fsa.go.jp/news/r3/ginkou/20220125/20220125.html
(Available in Japanese)

We are promoting information 

dissemination using Twitter!

(*The opinions expressed in this report are the personal views of the author and do not necessarily reflect the organization 

with which the author is affiliated.)

* Interviews with Minister SUZUKI and State Minister KIKAWADA are included in the December issue and

the January issue, respectively. Please take a look at them.

https://www.fsa.go.jp/en/ordinary/coronavirus202001/press.html#calendar
https://www.fsa.go.jp/en/news/2022/2022-0131.html
https://www.fsa.go.jp/en/news/2022/20220131.html
https://www.fsa.go.jp/en/refer/councils/stewardship/20160315.html
https://www.fsa.go.jp/en/news/2022/20220118/20220118.html
https://www.fsa.go.jp/en/news/2022/20220118.html
https://www.fsa.go.jp/en/refer/councils/stewardship/20160315.html
https://www.fsa.go.jp/en/news/2022/20220119.html
https://www.fsa.go.jp/en/news/2022/20220104/20220104.html
https://twitter.com/JFSA_en
https://www.fsa.go.jp/news/r3/ginkou/20220125/20220125.html

